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A Story from the Time of the Afscheiding 

Chapter 5 

The Weaver Boys
1
 

 

Koen Splint, the rascal schoolboy, who brushed past Maarten at 1:30 in the afternoon,
2
 

had crossed the Kerkbrink at his leisure and sauntered into the Kerkstraat. He figured he had the 

time and it was nice weather. At 2:00 he had to be back at the looms. 

He took a slice of rye bread from his sack and began to eat it with pleasure as he was 

walking along. Mother had actually put a scraping of lard on it, which did not happen to him 

every day. He had eaten the first slice earlier on the way to school. He knew it had lard on it and 

could not wait to eat it. 

In the meantime Koen treated his eyes as well as his stomach. There was not much that 

escaped the rascal. He did not have much opportunity to see what was happening in the town and 

therefore took full advantage of the few free moments that he had. 

Just as he passed the Kattensteeg a thin, young boy of about sixteen years of age 

appeared, carrying a winter coat over his arm. 

He was Geert de Gooier, the only son of a widow. Koen knew him well, for Geert 

worked as “stripe weaver”
3
 at the same weaver’s mill as Koen’s father. 

“Hi,” said Geert indifferently. “Hi,” Koen answered him with surprise. “I thought that 

you had to start already at 1:00.” “My mother is sick,” answered Geert sadly. “Now I have to 

help a bit at home, therefore I begin this noon at two o’clock.” 

“Well!” shouted Koen, “do you get that hour with pay as a gift from your boss?” “Gift?” 

He laughed scornfully. “Imagine anything like that. Especially from Egbert Peet. The fellow that 

would drop dead at losing a half cent. No, that hour I can nicely make up after 7:00 this evening! 

However I will work after 8:00, because we do not have mother’s earnings as wash woman at 

present.” 

Koen was silent. He knew enough stories about Egbert Peet to believe his companion. He 

ate the last slice of rye bread, failing to see how longingly Geert eyed it. 

“Do you expect snow today?” he asked with a full mouth. “What?” Geert’s voice 

sounded surprised. “Because you have your winter coat with you,” explained Koen. Geert 

colored. “I am bringing it to the pawnshop,” he mumbled. “At home we do not have a half cent, 

and the whole day I have had nothing to eat.” Koen felt ashamed of his foolish question. “Don’t 

take me wrong, Geert,” he stammered. “I won’t,” the other said good naturedly. 

“It is actually only for a few hours. Tonight I receive my wages. It is Good Friday, you 

know.” 

The pawnshop was at the corner across from the Kattensteeg, a small building in which 

money could be loaned upon security. 

“Do you want to go along? It will take but a moment,” Geert asked his companion in a 

friendly manner, and out of curiosity Koen entered the little pawn shop with him. Koen stared in 



amazement. They stood in a poorly lighted room packed to the brim with every possible item: 

coats, carpets, wooden shoes, tools, even mattresses and beds. 

The pawn broker soon came forward from behind the junk and with an expert wave 

caught the coat that Geert threw at him. “Must it hang or lie?” was his routine question. To hang 

up a coat like that would cost a few cents more than when it was simply thrown down upon the 

big heap. Geert thought for a few seconds. “Hang,” he then decided. “It is one that my father 

had,” he added. “He was also a steady customer here,” remarked the pawn broker, who in his 

business was not accustomed to being sensitive. 

“But here is your money! May you be happy with it!” 

A minute later they again stood outside. With their hands in their pockets they trudged 

through Kerkstraat. They crossed a small street that bore the remarkable name of “Zeedijk.”
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About an hundred meters
5
 beyond that the Kerkstraat crossed what at that time was a wide street 

that bore the name of “Groest.” The reason for the name was that in former times this was 

swamp with a small path on both sides. 

This “grassy meadow” or “groest” was later dried up. 

On the Groest stood a number of weaving mills, also those of Geert and Koen. From 

early morning into late at night one could hear the clattering of the looms. 

In one of the houses on Kerkstraat stood the bakery called “De Gezonde Apotheek” (The 

Healthy Apothecary). 

The pleasant odors of bread and cake drifted outside and caused the mouths of both 

weaver boys to water, especially Geert’s. He suddenly stood still. “What are you going to do?” 

Koen asked uneasily. Geert silently looked around for a moment in all directions. “I’m going to 

buy bread here,” he whispered softly, to the great surprise of Koen. 

The shock was not without reason. Most of the weavers were strongly forbidden to buy 

their daily necessities from a general store in the town. 

Almost every weaver boss had a small store and demanded that his employees buy their 

daily necessities exclusively there. They called that “forced good will.”
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 Thus a portion of the 

wages that were paid came back into the pockets of the bosses as additional money, especially 

because they raised the prices in their stores by rounding them off to the nearest dime.
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 Few of 

the weavers dared to slip into one of the cheaper stores, for if he were caught or reported there 

was a real possibility that they might immediately lose their job, because of the “thievery of the 

boss.”
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 Some bosses paid their employees mainly with vouchers, which naturally could be used 

only in the boss’ store. “Geert, don’t do it, man,” Koen anxiously warned him, “if Albert Peet 

finds out you will be without a job!” But Geert refused to listen to reason. “What do I care about 

that skinflint?” he growled with scorn. “He is now standing with a cigar in his jaws spying on 

your father to see whether he is working hard enough. In this store I can nicely buy a loaf of 

bread.” Once more he looked alertly around and then disappeared hastily into “The Healthy 

Apothecary.” Koen stayed waiting outside. Inside he heard a vehement exchange of words. A 

few minutes later Geert came out with a red face and empty hands, whereupon he slammed the 

door shut. 

“Did he have no more bread?” inquired Koen with curiosity. “No more bread? He had 

piles of it! But he will not sell to weavers. If he does, he gets all the bosses against him. Bah!” 

Geert spit on the ground in disgust. Now he would still have to go to the expensive store of 

Albert Peet. 

They turned around and went up the Groest and soon reached the weaving shop of Rinus 

Nieuwenhuizen, where Koen worked. The boy shouted a good-bye to Geert, who barely 



answered, walked past the house of Nieuwenhuizen and entered the weaving shop where he 

worked. The boss did not answer his greeting, but only glanced at his silver watch. 

Koen moved carefully between the weaving looms, careful that he did not knock over 

any wine glass. A few moments later he sat on his stool behind the trustworthy spindles 

where he worked from 8:00 to 12:00 noon, and from 2:00 until 6:00. With his right hand 

he turned the big wheel, while with his left hand he led the thread around the spool. 

Thus he spooled hours on end, his ears picking up the racket of the weaving, the swearing and 

boasting of the weavers, and with his nose he picked up the floating cow hairs, the smell of wine, 

and the odor of the cigar smoke of the boss. 

When Koen once more stood outside at six o’clock with his weeks wages of 20 pennies 

in his pocket, he took a deep breath of the fresh air outside. 

He trudged along the Groest, dead tired but content. 

On the opposite side stood the weaving shop of Elbert Peet. Koen saw him just as Elbert 

entered his house.
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 At the same time the boy saw this as an opportunity to greet his father, for his 

father still had to work for another hour. Father was a black weaver, the highest position that 

could be attained in the business. Koen knew exactly at which loom his father always stood. 

Most of the time he worked with Lammert Vlaanderen. Lammert sent the spindle to the left, 

while father sent it to the right. 

To his amazement Koen saw that now someone else was Lammert’s companion. 

Where was his father? 

“Hey, there is a son of Pious Evert,” Lammert Vlaanderen shouted. Koen felt deeply the 

bitterness in that nickname given his father. He was given the name because he did not swear or 

drink. Geert de Gooler appeared at the opening of the door. “Ha, Koen, your father was called 

home already at four o’clock.” “What, he isn’t sick, is he?” Koen asked in fear. A boisterous 

laugh filled the weaving shop. “Sick?” laughed Geert, “he is as healthy as a little fish, although 

he never takes a pepper-upper. I would hurry home.” 

Lammert Vlaanderen again made a strange remark, upon which they once more burst into 

loud laughter. But suddenly the laugh was silenced and Geert ran behind his loom. Elbert Peet 

had entered. 

“Get to work, lazy thieves!” he thundered, “I’ll teach you to stop working when I am not 

here!” Then he saw Koen in the opening of the door. “You get out of here, I have had more than 

enough with one pious sniveler!” 

Koen saw to it that he got away. He understood for the first time somewhat of what his 

father had to swallow here every day. 

He began to realize what was happening at home. Quickly, he put off his wooden shoes, 

ran without stopping through the Groest and thereupon raced to the right into the Langewind. 

 
Endnotes 

1
 The scene changes in this chapter, and another aspect of life at the beginning of the 19th 

century is introduced. The reference in the title is to young boys who worked in small shops 

where weaving was done. 
2
 Koen Splint was briefly mentioned, although not by name, at the end of Chapter 2. Because 

they came from poor families, these boys had to work in the weaving shops. They were 

permitted to go to school for a couple of hours during noon mealtime, if they or their parents 

wished them to do this. Although neither Koen nor Maarten knew it at the time, they were to 

become life-long friends. 



3
 I am not certain as to the meaning of this expression. It may refer to one who was responsible 

for the pattern in what was being weaved on the loom. 
4
 The name means “ocean dike.” 

5
 A meter is about 39 inches, or just over a yard. 

6
 What amounted to robbery on the part of these owners was said by them to be a gesture of good 

will. It was, however, obligatory. 
7
 This may not seem to us to be much, but we must remember that the wages were only five 

cents a day or less. 
8
 Jobs were almost impossible to get, and those fired had no other resources at their disposal. 

They often starved. 
9
 Most of these weaving shops were right in the house. Sometimes they were on the main floor 

while the family lived upstairs. 
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